The forecasting to mid-long term load is important because it can provide important evidence to the power planning. Traditional forecast techniques apply a single forecaster to carry out the task. However, this forecaster might not be the best for all situations or databases. A combinational model on the basis of Support Vector Machine (SVM) theory is proposed in this paper. During the process of the forecast, several single forecasting methods such as trend prediction model, exponent model, non-linear regression model, improved grey predictive model and improved grey verhulst predictive model, are used to form a model group, and then the fitted results by different traditional predictive models in time sequence act as the input of the support vector machine regression (SVMR) model, then by relative SVMR approach based on known input and output samples, we can obtain the test model. In the paper, the procedure of the combinational prediction on transformer faults based on SVMR is discussed in details. The example on load data has proven that the proposed model can give good results on both the fitting to the known data in time sequence and the extrapolation to the data to be predicted. Moreover, compared with other predictive approaches, both single model and other combinational model, the proposed combinational forecasting model has higher prediction accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The forecasting to mid-long term load can provide important evidence to the power planning. The accurate load forecasting can improve the economics and reliability of power system operation. The load is related with a variety of factors, there is a complex nonlinear relationship between the load and the factors.
Traditional forecasting methods, such as linear regression, time series method and the elastic coefficient method [1] , establish mathematical expression directly to describe the relationship between relevant factors and load. New forecasting methods, such as neural networks [2] and improved fuzzy clustering algorithm [3] , model and analyze to the sequences of load data. Each of which has remarkable superiority and unavoidable weakness. Traditional forecast techniques apply a single forecaster to carry out the task. However, this forecaster might not be the best for all situations or databases. In order to utilize the superiority of various forecast effectively, J. N. Bates and C. W. J. Granger proposed the theory of combining prediction [9] . Because it can improve the prediction accuracy effectively, it has been a focus issue in predict research at home and abroad and is used widely. The basic principle of combining prediction is that utilize the information provided by various forecasting methods and get the combination forecasting model by the way of appropriate weighted average. The theory points out that, as to a forecast method with the worse performance, if it has independent system information and is combined with the others approach with high performance, the combinational prediction system outperforms each its constituent forecasters consequently. In the essence, if these different forecasters are complementary, the combinational of their decisions will lead to improved accuracy. At present, there are many different combining methods, such as the methods based on rough sets [4] , neural network [5, 6] , associated optimization [7] , mutual information [8] , etc.
As a new machine learning algorithm, support vector machine (SVM) can solve some practical issues, such as small sample, nonlinear, high dimension and local minimum points, etc. SVM has been used in the research Project supported by National Natural Foundation of China (70671039, 61074078) and National Natural Foundation of Hebei Province (E2009001392) and the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities (09QG33) of power load prediction widely [10] [11] [12] [13] . A new load forecasting method has been proposed in document [10] . The document [11] improved support vector machine prediction model based on artificial immune algorithm. The document [12] do the decompose processing to the load data by using wavelet transform, then get the load at each time of the day through the support vector machine with different characteristics, and finally superimposed all of the load to get the final forecasts. The document [13] did the research of short-term load forecasting based on wavelet transform and support vector machine.
Compared with the short-term electric load data, the long-term data has the characteristics of small samples. SVM has the advantages to the small samples that other models can not be compared with, and the SVM regression method has good capability of fitting and extrapolation. In this paper, we propose a combinational forecasting model mainly based on SVM and several single forecasting methods such as trend prediction model, exponent model, non-linear regression model, improved grey predictive model and improved grey verhulst predictive model to carry out data forecasting.
II. THE POSSIBILITY OF SVM TO IMPLEMENT THE

COMBINATION FORECAST
A. Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a class of supervised learning algorithms first introduced by Vapnik [13] . To the nonlinear regression problem, SVM do nonlinear transformation by defining the appropriate kernel function to transform the input space into a high dimensional space, and then in the new space use the linear regression to find a support vector which is the nearest to the optimal classification plane. And then construct the optimal classification plane based on the training sample on the hyper-plane that parallel to the optimal classification plane. By this way, it can increase the generalization ability to the test samples. The generalization ability of SVM is much better than neural network model and fuzzy model. SVM include the classification SVM to solve classification problems and the regression SVM for function approximation. At present, SVM has been extended to solve nonlinear regression estimation problems in image processing [15] , data analysis [16] , classification [17] , fault diagnosis [18] , etc.
In practice, in order to construct a nonlinear regression support vector machine model, we need to determine the learning parameter C (Where C is the punishment parameter, which is considered to specify the trade-off between the empirical risk and the model flatness, and its default value is 1 ), g (Where g is the parameter in the kernel function, and its default value is k / 1 , here k is the number of input data's properties ), and the parameter P (Where P is to set ε in the loss function of v-SVR). In this work, radial basis function (RBF) [19] ) || || exp( ) , (
is used in the SVM, so that we need to determine the parameter g.
B. Thoughts of Combination Forecasting and The Possibility of Using SVM to Achieve It
The combination forecasting method was proposed by Bates and Granger [9] , its essence is to utilize the single model of information and obtain the combination forecasting model through the appropriate weighted form. The various forecasting methods proposed by the scholars at home and abroad use the minimum largest absolute error as the optimal combination of criteria to calculate the weight coefficient vector prediction in the practical applications and theoretical study. Document [20] established a optimal combination forecasting model which had the minimum square error, use the nature of the forecasting absolute error information matrix to determine the non-inferior combination forecasting and conditions. Document [21] further studied the model of the sum of squared errors of non-negative constraints and optimal combination forecast. Document [22] proposed a prediction based on the effective degree of combination forecasting model, given the linear planning method and at the same time studied the quality of the combination forecasting model based on the forecasting effectiveness. Document [23] proposed a correlation index based on the optimal combination forecasting model.
The model proposed above is mostly based on a certain kind of optimization criteria to find the right of a fixed weight, in this paper points out that the weight combination forecasting should change with the forecast steps, that is it shout be the variable weight. Long-term electric load data has the characteristics of small samples and the support vector machine is suitable for the modeling of small samples and poor information, and the fitting result and generalization ability are good. Linear combination as a variety convex combination of individual prediction method, try not to miss the original data information as the guiding principle, is a optimization of a single prediction.
But this is only within the convex optimization, limited to the prediction accuracy. In contrast, non-linear overcomes the drawbacks, it is more to predicted value of the individual forecasts as a guide, the non-linear machine learning, which are in order to achieve the purpose of extrapolation. The principle of nonlinear combining prediction based on SVM regression is that the results of m forecasters ) ,... Based on the characteristics of combining prediction and long-term power load, it is reasonable to construct the combinational forecasting for mid-long term load based on Support Vector Machine.
III. COMBINATIONAL PREDICTION BASED ON SVM
A. Five Single Forecasting Methods
Under certain conditions, there is a clear trend in the change of power load, once found the trend we can follow it to judge the future of the load, this is the principle of the trend extrapolation forecast. Through the research of predictive models, we found that when there is fewer modeling data, exponent model can strengthen the trend of the original sequence significantly and reduce the influence of the randomness of the original sequence on the results [24] , it also has the features that simple and smaller calculate amount. In addition, in many practical problems, the relationship between Independent and dependent variables is non-linear, so that non-linear regression model can solve such problems effectively. There also have many factors to impact the load, such as weather, regional economic activities, etc. these factors are difficult to know exactly. The changes of the load are gray and uncertainty.
So that, in this paper, trend prediction model, exponent model, non-linear regression model, improved grey predictive model and improved grey verhulst predictive model are used to build the first prediction model group. ① Trend prediction model carries out fitting curve using n n x a x a x a a y ... ④To strong random original data sequences, improved Grey theory (GM (1,1) ) [24] model carries out data smoothing using the first-order exponent flatness operation,
and the background value of the predictive model is reconstructed using parameter  [24] The input sample order is the fifth-order, and the format is ] :
Where i Y is the actual value at ith time which is the output of the combinational model based on SVM,
are the values predicted by improved Grey theory (GM (1,1)) model, improved Grey Verhulst model, trend prediction model, exponent model, non-linear regression model at ith time, respectively. These predictive results of five single models constitute input of the combinational model based on SVM and the corresponding actual values used as the output of the SVM. Then, the time series data is utilized to train the prediction model based on SVM. Thus, the nonlinear function relationship between the prediction value and the actual value is modeled. The combinational prediction model is shown in Figure 1 . 
C. Error Standards
A mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is used to evaluate the forecasting accuracy, which is as follows: 
D. Steps of Prediction Model Based on SVM
Step 1: Training set (TR) and testing data set (TE).
The real values of a time series are divided into training set (TR) and testing data set (TE).
Step 2: Data processing. With the raw input data set (time series T), first thing we need to do is to carry out data processing. For example, when the data value has a wide range, the normalization strategies should be built to speed up the convergence, and after normalization, the data values are between -1 and 1.
Step 3: Prediction model construction and data fitting. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
A. Experiment 1
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed model in this paper, we use the electric load data of certain area in recent years to do some experiments. The original data is shown in Table I . We select the data of 2000 to 2006 for the training set and data of 2007 for the testing set. At first, we use these data of certain area in recent years to do some experiments to verify the effectiveness of the improved proposed grey models in this paper. The parameters of the improved GM (1, 1) model and the improved verhulst model are that a=0.1006,b=10250.779 and a=0.0561,b=8.7204E-06 respectively. And the parameter of the traditional GM (1,1) model is that a=0.0993,b=10068.916 and the verhulst model's is that a=0.04726, b=8.4948035E-06.
In the following tables, we use ARE, AARE, PGM, PVerhulst, TGM and TVerhulst to represent the absolute relative error, the average absolute relative error, the improved GM(1,1) model, the improved verhulst model, the traditional GM(1,1) model and the verhulst model respectively. The result is shown in Table II and Table III.  TABLE II.  THE RESULTS OF THE GREY MODELS   Real value  12351  13087  13823  13692  14764  16706  20340 From Table II and Table III , one can easily conclude that the average absolute relative error of the traditional models is 5.143% and 5.305% respectively, and the precision of the proposed models is only 4.979% and 3.406% respectively. Obviously, precision of improved grey models are higher than the traditional models. And we also can conclude that, to the non-monotonic and swing sequence, the improved verhulst model has higher accuracy.
And then using these data to predict based on the proposed model in this paper. The forecasting steps are as follows. The first seven actual data are used to be original sequence, and the actual data of 2007 is used to make a comparison with predictive value. So  ) 0 ( X (12351, 13087, 13823, 13692, 14764, 16706, 20340 
811)
Moreover, parameters of these five models are shown in Table IV . Obviously, the proposed combinational model based on SVM is effective.
B. Experiment 2
Document [26] used the variable weight combination forecasting model to do predict. We used the proposed model in this paper to do predict with the same data. The result and the construct of the model are shown in Table  VI . From the average absolute relative error of the two models shown in Table VI , one can easily conclude that the proposed model is generally better than the variable weight combination forecasting model in document [26] . 
C. Experiment 3
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed models, we can also use electric load data in document [27] to do some experiments. We select the data of 1986 to 1995 for the training set and to predict the load data of 1996 to 2000. The result and the construct to the other models are shown in Table VII . As shown in the table, we can get the conclusion that the proposed model is generally better than the variable weight combination forecasting models in document [27] . In Table VII, we  used model 1 to model 3 to present the equal weight  combination forecasting model, Variance -covariance optimal combination forecast model and grey combination forecasting model, respectively. 
V. CONCLUSION
This study employed several prediction approaches to construct model group, then carried out prediction based on SVM, and finally, a combinational prediction model was constructed. The experimental results show that the proposed model can reduce the error rate. Moreover, by comparing with the grey prediction algorithm, we conclude that our proposed model is better and more efficient than the traditional methods Moreover, compared with other predictive approaches, both single model and other combinational model, the proposed combinational forecast model has higher forecasting accuracy. Therefore, the problem of good fitting and bad extrapolation in traditional predictive approaches is solved to some extent.
In our future research, we will improve the performance of our model. And further studies can be performed to build a complete prediction system. Another issue we will discuss separately is how to choose the parameter when doing the prediction.
